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To aZZ‘wh/om it may concern: 
Be it known that I, HENRY G. TAssnLL, a 

citizen of the United States of America, resid 
ing at San Francisco, county of San Francisco, 
and State of California, have invented cer 
tain new and useful Improvements in Vola 
tilizing Apparatus; and I hereby declare the 
following to be a full, clear, and exact descrip 
tion of the same, reference being had to the 
accompanying drawings, forming a part of 
this specification. 
My invention relates to apparatus for vol 

atilizing carbon oils, especially for use in con 
nection with gas-engines,and to certain im 
provements in such apparatus. 
My improvements consist of a main contain 

ing-chamber and a concentrically-placed vap 
orizing-chamber within, forming an annulus 
through which the hot waste gases pass, the 
inner chamber containing a series of diüus 
ing-troughs, helically inclined and acting su c 
cessively to diffuse the hydrocarbon oil, and 
various other features of a novel nature, here 
inafter particularly described by the aid of 
drawings that form a part of this speciñcation. 
The object of my invention is to provide 

devices whereby hydrocarbon oil is effectu 
ally volatilized orconverted to vapor of sim 
ple construction and effective for the purpose. 
Referring to the drawings herewith, Figure 

I is a central vertical section through a vola 
tilizing apparatus for hydrocarbon oils con 
structed according to myinvention. Fig. II is 
a cross-section on the line a a in Fig. I. Fig. 
III is an edge View of one of the diüusing 
troughs detached. Fig. IV is a plan View of 
Fig. III, showing also the inner lining, to 
which these troughs-are attached. Fig. V is a 
transverse section through Fig. I on the line 
c c in Fig. I. 
The outer or main shell l I make, prefer 

ably, of a section of wrought-iron tube, in 
serted at the top and bottom into the cham 
bers 2 and 3 and held therein by a central rod 
4, having a screw-nut 5 at the top, as shown 
in Fig. -I. The inner tube 6, forming the 
chamber, is similarly inserted at the top and 
bottom in the chambers 2 and 3 and is also 
held by the rod 4, leaving an annulus 7 be~ 
tween the two tubes 1 and 6, through which 
the hot waste gases from a gas-engine are 

conducted. The hot Waste gases from an en 
gine being supplied by the apparatus enter 
the compartment 8 of the chamber 3 through 
a pipe 9, pass up through the apertures 10 
into the annulus 7, around >the tube 6, and 
out at the top through the apertures 1l in the 
chamber 2 (seen in Fig. II) into the compart 
ment 12, and from there through a Waste-pipe 
13 to the open air. 
Within the inner tube 6 is loosely inserted 

a removable lining l5, made of thin sheet 
metal, to the interior of which is attached a 
series of open dat troughs 16, closed at one 
end and set helically and successively with 
a slope, each trough overlapping the next, as 
indicated in Fig. IV. Oil enters through a 
pipe 17, falls into the iirst or highest trough 
16, spreads out over its bottom, and iiows 
around to the open end of this trough and falls 
into the next one, and so on down to the last 
one, being exposed in a thin film to the action 
of the heat from the Yannulus 7. The vapor 
thus formed rises Within the troughs I6, 
around the rod 4, and into the compartment 
18 in the top chamber 2, where it mingles 
with a regulated amount of air entering bya 
pipe I9 and then passes to the engine or place 
of consumption through the pipe 20, as indi 
cated in Fig. I. 
At starting and before the chamber 7 is 

heated by the hot waste gases from an engine 
some ̀ kind of fuel, such as ñbrous material* 
saturated with oil, is inserted in the chamber 
8 through an aperture, as at 2l, and ignited. 
This provides gas for starting an engine, af 
ter which the action is automatic. 

In the case of there being any liquid re 
siduum or oil not evaporated this runs off 
through drain-passage 22, to be again passed 
through the apparatus or applied to otherpur 
poses. 
Having thus explained the nature and ob 

jects of my invention and manner of con 
structing the same, what I claim as new, and 
desire to secure by Letters Patent, isn 

1. In'volatilizing apparatus for hydrocar 
bon oils, the top and bottom chambers pro 
vided With grated passages for the passage of 
hot gases, an outer and an inner tube con 
necting said chambers, forming an annular 
space communicating with said passages and 
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said chambers, and means for supplying oil to 
the interior of said inner tube, substantially 
as specìñed. 

-2. In Volatilizing apparatus for hydrocar 
bon oils, the top and bottom chambers, an 
outer and an inner tube connecting the same 
and forming an annular space for the passage ' 

, of hot gases, a central rod for detachablyhold-v 
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ing said parts together, and a passage for oil 
to the interior of said inner tube, substan 
tially as specified. ' 

3. In volatilizing apparatusfor hydrocar 
bon oils, the top and bottom chambers 2, 3, 
concentric tubes connecting said chambers 
and forming an annular space between them 
'for the passage of hot gases, an inlet-pipe for 
hot gases to chamber 3, an outlet-pipe from 
chamber 2, an inlet-pipe for oil to the inte 
rior of the inner tube, aninlet-passage for air 
to the interior of said inner tube, an outlet 
passage for aerated Vapor from said interior 
of the inner tube, and a series of superim 
posed overlapping troughs helically arranged 
in the interior of said inner tube, as and for 
the purpose specified. 

4. In volatilizing apparatus for hydrocar 
bon oils, top and» bottom chambers 2, 3, an 
outer and an inner tube connecting said cham 

bers, forming an annular space »between ther?. 
for the passage of hot gases, a. passage for 01]. 
to the interior of the inner tube, a. removable 
lining to said inner tube, and a series of su 
perimposed overlapping troughs helically ar 
ranged and secured Within said removable 
lining, as and for the purpose specified. 

5. In Volatilizing apparatus for hydrocar 
bon oils, top and bottom chambers 2, 3, >con 
centric tubes 1, 6, connecting said chambers, 
having an annular space between them for 
the passage of hot gases, an inlet-passage for 
hot gases to chamber 3, an outlet-passage for 
Waste gas from chamber 2, an inlet-passage 
for oil to interior of tube 6, an inlet=passage 
for air to saidv interior, an outlet-passage for> 
aerated vapor from said interior, a drain~pas 
sage from said interior, and a series of super 
imposed, slopiug, overlapping troughs ar 
ranged in said interior, as and for the pur 
pose specified. , 

In testimony whereof I have signed my 
name to this specification in the presence of 
two subscribing Witnesses. 

’ HENRY G. TASSELL. 
Witnesses: 

ALFRED A. ENQUIsT, 
ELMER WIcKEs. 
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